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- Pipeline Parameters - 
 
Pipeline ILL1XG1S8_FFPE_CNV 

Gene Panel SOPHiA DDM Dx Solid Tumor Solution (STS_v1) 

Sequencer Illumina MiSeq 

Reference genome hg19 

Sample Type Somatic FFPE 

 
 

- Disclaimer - 
 
This file describes the parameters of the algorithm set for the product described 
above. Steps not covered by the CE-IVD claim, and therefore considered Clinical 
Decision Support features, are marked below as “CDS component” (also 
highlighted in blue).  
 

- Pipeline Steps: Overview - 
SNVs / Indels / CNV 

1. Preprocessing 
1.1. CDS component: Collect quality metrics based on the raw fastq files for the quality report 
1.2. Downsample the reads in case of samples which fastq file size is larger than 500MB 

2. Alignment 
2.1. Cut adapters and trim low quality ends from reads (base quality below 20) 
2.2. Adjust quality score of reads by comparing overlapping part of read pairs 
2.3. Align reads to the genome 
2.4. Assign reads to read groups based on read pair alignment start and end position. Correct 

deviations from consensus sequence within each read group 
2.5. Identify regions with soft-clipped reads 

2.5.1. Identify noisy regions with heterogeneous long soft-clipped reads that should be 
omitted during realignment step 

2.5.2. Remove chimeric reads with hairpin loops 
2.5.3. Identify and realign regions with potential indels (maximal size of variant to 

consider: deletion – 20000bp, insertion – 900bp) 
2.5.4. Reassemble regions identified in the previous step to avoid multiple presentations 

of the same indel 
2.6. CDS component: Calculate alignment statistics and coverage for quality report  
2.7. CDS component: Calculate coverage for gene amplification detection 

3. Variant calling 
3.1. Calculate sequencing noise profile based on Phred scores, smooth the profile with linear 

fitting  
3.2. Collect statistics about all variants found in the data, excluding bases with Phred score 

below 20 
3.3. Apply statistical test to identify real variants.  

3.3.1. For each variant compute probability of being present at the observed level when 
compared to the expected level of sequencing errors based on the sequencing quality 
scores and probability of strand bias.  

3.3.2. Remove variants that do not meet minimal requirements: total read depth is at 
least 30x, number of reads supporting alternative variant is above 10 (after excluding 
bases with Phred quality score below 20), no restriction is applied on variant fraction 

3.4. Remove variants which are frequently observed as part of panel and sequencer specific 
sequencing background noise (predetermined based on many representative samples)  

3.5. CDS component: Screen for client specific hotspots 
3.6. Merge variants together if they are on the same allele and with a maximum distance of 

2bp (realign Indels to see whether there is a representation that fulfills the distance 
criteria)  
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3.7. Re-quantify the variant fraction of variants 

4. CDS component: Gene amplification detection and MSI analysis 
4.1. CDS component: Gene amplification analysis is performed if a minimum of 8 samples are 

present 
4.2. CDS component: Gene amplification annotation 
4.3. CDS component: Create gene amplification report and coverage plot 
4.4. CDS component: Perform MSI analysis 

5. Annotation 
5.1. Unify the notation of INDELs in homopolymers, i.e., GAAA -> GAA instead of GA -> G 
5.2. Remove variants: 

5.2.1. Duplication longer than 200bp (applies only to duplication found during SNP/indel 
calling, does not concern duplications reported by gene amplification analysis) 

5.2.2. That are located more than 500bp from the target region 
5.2.3.  If the probability of being present at the observed level when compared to the 

expected level of sequencing errors based on the sequencing quality scores (score P) 
is identical or higher than the cutoff equal to 10-10 (score P expressed in phred scale 
is identical or smaller than the cutoff equal to 100) 

5.2.4.  If the probability that the strand bias not occurred (score S) is identical or lower 
than the cutoff equal to 10-7 (score S expressed in phred scale is identical or larger 
than the cutoff equal to 70) 

5.2.5. If both scores described above only marginally cross the corresponding cutoffs 
(score P expressed in phred scale after subtraction of 0.25 of score S expressed in 
phred scale is identical or smaller than the cutoff equal to 100) 

5.3. Classify variants as low confidence variants 
5.3.1. if their variant fraction is too low (filter name: low_variant_fraction). Cutoffs used: 
1% for INDELs, 1% for SNVs 
5.3.2. INDELs in homopolymers of length 10 or longer (filter name: homopolymer_region) 
5.3.3. Variants outside of the target region of the panel (filter name: off_target) 
5.3.4. Variants with coverage below 30x (filter name: low_coverage) 
5.3.5. Variants with less than 2 read groups supporting the alternative variant, after 

discarding singletons (filter name: low_alt_read_group) 

5.3.6. Variants in case of which the most abundand read group is 10 times larger than the 

second the largest (filter name: low_alt_read_group) 

5.3.7. Variants with less than 2 read groups with more than 2 reads that support the 

alternative variant (filter name: low_alt_read_group) 

5.3.8. Variants with fraction of reads that support alternative variant among all reads (after 

discarding singletons) larger than 0.3% (filter name: low_alt_read_group) 

5.3.9. Variants that can be result of potential deamination events (filter name: 

possible_deamination). Adding of this filter is activated when the number of potential 

deamination events (C to T and G to A conversions with low variant fraction - 1% to 

5%) cross the cutoff equal to 10. Only variants with variant fraction between 1% and 

5% get the filter 

5.4. CDS component: Extract information about this variant from databases: 
5.4.1. CDS component: OMIM, dbSNP and COSMIC identifiers 
5.4.2. a CDS component: llele frequency from 1000 genome project, ExAC, ESP5400, 

gnomAD 
5.4.3. CDS component: prediction scores from dbNSFP: SIFT, PolyPhen2, MutationTaster 
5.4.4. CDS component: clinical significance from ClinVar 

5.5. CDS component: Merge all the annotations into one full variant table and vcf file 
5.6. Create full variant table (full_variant_table_secondary.txt) with the results of the 

secondary results only 
5.7. CDS component: Analysis is integrated with Oncoportal including Jackson Laboratory 

Clinical Knowledgebase (CKB) 
5.8. Calculate regions of low coverage, default cutoff = 1000x 
5.9. Add warning flag to variants: 

5.9.1. that overlap sample specific low coverage regions (class: low_coverage) 
5.9.2. that overlap panel and sequencer specific predefined flagged regions. Reasons for 

additional flagging can be noisy regions, pseudogenes, low complexity regions. See 
the table below for details: 
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chr start end class 

1 226252120 226252180 pseudogene_homology 

6. Postprocessing 
6.1. CDS component: Create quality plots for the report 
6.2. CDS component: Generate quality report 
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- Limitations and Cautions – 
SNVs / Indels / CNVs 

 
See Instructions for Use for a detailed list of limitations. 

 
 
Revision History 

VERSION / 
DATE 

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE 

V 2.0 

Updated from ILL1XG1S4_FFPE to ILL1XG1S8_FFPE_CNV. This update includes 
the following changes: 

• Integration into the SOPHiA DDM web application 
• Creation of full variant table and flagged region files, focusing on 

secondary analysis results 

Further changes to the document: 

• Removed information not relevant for this product (fusion detection) 
• Identified Clinical Decision Support components 
• Added cross-reference to the limitations in the IFUs 
• Completed information about reference genome 
• Completed information regarding realignment parameters 
• Completed information on re-quantifying variant fraction 
• Completed information regarding statistical test performed during 

variant calling 
• Completed information regarding variant removal based on target 

region 

V 1.0 Initial document 
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